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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : 
No, I won't ask him. Please sit down. 
Enough is enough..(Interruptions) .. No; you 
people have stalled the working of the House 
the whole day. I won't permit anything and I 
won't allow you to Speak a word. I will take 
the senese of the House and I will call for 
voting whether the House should be 
adjourned or whether wo should go ahead. 
..(Interruptions).. I am very peacefully 
asking everybody to take his seat. Since 
morning you have been shouting slogans in 
this House. Is it proper behaviour ? And then 
you point out that somebody should sit down 
! What about your behaviour the whole day ? 
. .{Interruptions).. Please keep quiet. Enough 
is enough. . .(Interruptions).. 

 
It is unparliamentary. Don't you 
think that you have also violated ? 
............(Interruptions) .„ ............ 

THE CONSTITUTION (SEVENTIETH 
AMENDMENT) BILL,  1990 

THE   DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : 
legislative Business. Bills for withdrawal. 
Shri Hans Raj Bhardwaj. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF LAW, JUSTICE AND 
COMPANY AFFAIRS (SHRI H. R. 
BHARDWAJ): 
Madam, I beg to move for leave to withdraw 
the Constitution (Seventieth Amendment) 
Bill,  1990. 

The  question   was  proposed 

 

 : I am trying to setth the 
matter. They don't allow anybody to 
function at least and keep on shouting in the 
House. There is a limit ^(Interruptions)... 
Mo; I am sorry. 

 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : We will 
discuss it. The motion is moved. Do you 
want to speak ? 

SHRI SIKANDER BAKHT : What 
motion is moved ?.. .(Interruptions) .. We 
are going to oppose that motion. Do you 
want us to oppose it into this sort of atmos-
phere ?   .. (Interruptions).. 

SHRIMATISUSHMA SWARAJ 
(Haryana) : You oppose the motion. 

 
[ ] Transliteration m Arabic Script. 
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Seventy-

First Amendment Bill. 

It is  absolutely  absurd.   It   is    not right at 
all. 

 

SHRIH. R. BHARDWAJ : Madam, I 
have read out item No. 1, that is, the 
Constitution  (Sevenceeth 

[ ] Translieration  in-Arabic Script. 

Please let me clarify it.
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Amendment) Bill,  1990, which has gone on 
record. 

THE DEPUTY  CHAIRMAN : It   is   a   
compounded   confusion. 

 
SHRI SIKANDER BAKAT : Madam, I 

rise to oppose this move to withdraw the 
Constitution (Seventieth Amendment) Bill, 
1990, which was introduced in the Rajya 
Sabha by the than Law Minister on  1990. 
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SHRI  ADANBHAJTIANominated.; Sir. 
Lam on a pokit of order. 

† []Transliteration  in Arabic Script. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): He is on a point of order. 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA: I want to draw 
the attention of this hon. House to rule 119. 
Rule 119 says. 'Procedure when motion of 
withdrawal of Bill opposed". Now, there is a 
motion before this hon. House moved by the 
hon. Minister for the withdrawal of the 
Constitution (Seventieth Amendment) Bill,   
1990. 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA: There is a 
procedure prescribed by Rule 119 if there is 
any opposition to a motion for withdrawal of 
the Bill. Rule 119 
says: 

"If a motion for leave to withdraw a Bill 
is oppossed, the Chairman may, if he thinks 
fit, permit the member who moves and the 
member who opposes the motion to make 
brief explanatory statements and may 
thereafter without further debate, put the   
question." 

{Interruptions) 

There are three conditions prescribed by 
Rule 119. Firstly, if the Chairman thinks fit, 
only then the permission to oppose can be 
given, If the Chairman thinks that permission 
is not required to be given, it is the discretion 
of the Chairman not to give permission. 
Secondly, if this permission has been granted, 
then what follows? The hon. Minister, who 
moves the motion for withdrawal of the Bill, 
will be given an opportunity to make a short 
explanatory statement and then the Member 
who opposes the motion, can make only a 
short explanatory statement. Thirdly, there 
should be no debate. After that the motion 
has to be put to vote. There can be no 
debate. There should be short explanatory 
statements by the mover of the motion and by 
the opponent of the motion. There should be 
no debate at all. My point of order is this. The 
entire speech of the hon. Member is not an 
explanatory statement. It is a debate. This 
cannot be permitted. This is my point of 
order. 

SHRI MATI SUSHMA SWARAJ: He is 
only making an explanatory statement. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED SIBTEY 
RAZI):   I think the matter which is being 
discussed is quite in order. Mr. Bakht, my   
request is that you try to be a little brief. 
We would really like to know how far this 
Government intends to go to punish    the 

persons responsible. 
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I insisted that they were not mere re-
commendations. They were commitments to 
some principles of electoral reforms relating 
to democratic polity. The present 
Government is a party to this commitment. 
It has been signed by the leaders of the 
ruling party as well as by the leaders of a 
unmber of Opposition parties. 

 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA 
(Gujarat): Sir, a point of order. My point of 
orders relates to the statement not having 
been made by Mr. Bhard-waj. He is 
withdrawing a particular Bill. Now, why is 
he withdrawing it ? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): I am not permitting you. 
That stage is past. At the time when the 
Motion was taken up, you should have 
raised your objections? 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: When 
Mr. Bhatia raised a point of order, at that 
time, I realised that the Minister was 
supposed to make a statement that he was 
withdrawing the Bill. You want me to vote 
on it without understanding what it contains 
.... 

[ ]Transliteration in Arabic Script. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): I got your point 
(Interruptions) 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: I am 
just asking what it is that he is withdrawing. 
I think I should know it before I vote on it. It 
is a serious matter. We cannot recollect what 
happened two years before. I do not know 
how many Members know about     the  
Bill... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI) : The Minister is yielding. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF LAW, JUSTICE AND 
COMPANY AFFAIRS (SHRI H. R. 
BHARDWAJ): I think that the hon. Member 
is not right. My statement had been 
circulated to all the Members much before 
my moving the  Motion.   It cannot be 
said.............(Interruptions) It has been 
circulated to  every Member    .. (In-
terruptions) 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: I have 
not got it. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): As the hon. Minister has 
stated, I also have a copy of the statement. 
So, I presume that the staement has already 
been circulated ...(Interruptions)...Please 
take your seat...(Interruptions) 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: 
My point is whether it can be taken as 
read when it is merely circulated. 
This is not the precedent. Whatever 
be the statements, they are read in the 
House. Otherwise, you can circulate 
hundreds of things, but they cannot 
become a part of the record ...................(In 
terruptions) Mr. Chairman, Sir, I 
want to know whether any paper cir 
culated can be taken as read in the 
House .............  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): I have got your point. 
Please take your seat    ..(In-- 
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terruptions) Yes, the Chair has got your 
point. Please, let me say something. . 
.{Interruptions) 

SHRI G. G. SWELL (Meghalaya): What 
is the statement? If it is a statement which we 
have got regarding the 70th Constitution 
Amendment Bill, we cannot withdraw what 
we have done. We can only rescind: we can 
only repeal but we cannot withdraw anything 
that has been done by us. 

SHRIH.R. BH4RDWAJ: If the hon. 
Member has not received a copy of it, it can 
be circulated.. .(Interruptions) 

SHRI CHIMANBHAl MEHTA: 
You read out the statement just n3.v. if you 
want to enlighten us about it, you please 
read  it out.. .(Interruptions) 

SHRI G. SWAMINATHAN (Tamil Nadu): 
I have a point of order... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEYRAZI): Is it any fresh point of order 
or is it the same  thing? 

SHRI CHIMANBHAl MEHTA: 
What happened to my point of order ? 

SHRI G. SWAMINATHAN: I want to 
know when the paper was circulated. Did it 
go along with the Parliamentary papers? Why 
I am asking this is because I have not got the 
paper except a small statement regarding 
withdrawal of a Bill, which has just now been 
given. So, was it sent along with the 
Parliamentary papers (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEYRAZI): I am sorry. I cannot hear 
two persons at a time...(In-terruptions) 

SHRI G. SWAMINATHAN: I want to 
know whether the paper that the' hon. 
Minister of State for Law, Justice and 
Company Affairs is mentioning had been 
circulated with the Parliamentary papers. I 
don't  think 

that I have received it. I just want to know 
when it was circulated. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY 
AFFAIRS (SHRIMATI MARGARET 
ALVA): Sir, on 12th May, 1994, along with 
all the Parliamentary papers, the list of 
business circulated contained this statement 
also giving all the details in advance. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): You please take your seat. 
I have got the point made by the hon. 
Member. As reported by the Secretariat and 
as stated by the hon. Minister, the 
explanatory statement had already been 
circulated ... (Interruptions)... 

 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No, 
Sir,  Nobody     has   received.. .(In-
terruptions) ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): Let me complete. I 
understand that the explanatory 
statement was circulated on 12-5-1994 
... (Interruptions)... Let me 
complete. Please let me complete. So, it 
appears that it was circulated some time ago 
and it might have been overlooked by the 
hon. Members in the other parliamentary 
papers. I request the Minister and the Leader 
of the Opposition who raised this point to 
yield for some time for refreshing the 
memory of the hon. Members. Mr. Minister, 
you please r«$d out the explanatory 
statement again, 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: Mr< Vice-
Chairman, Sir, the hon. Members will recall 
that the Consji^jjic-n (Seventy-First 
Amendment) Bill,1990 
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[Shri H.R. Bhardwaj] 
was passed by Rajya Sabha on 29th February  
1990... (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): I think the copy might not 
have been read at that time. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: The Bill 
provided for fresh delimitation of the 
constituencies on the basis of the 1991 
Census. 

SHRI SIKANDER BAKHT: What are 
you reading Mr. Minister ? Mr. Vice-
Chairman, he seeks to withdraw the 
Constitution (Seventieth Amendment) Bill, 
1990. But he is reading some other 
statement, not of the Bill. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): Let him check up. 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): The Minister is trying to 
check up his rec ord. Let him check up his 
record. 

DR. MURLIM ANOHAR JOSHI Let 
him come with his papers in order. He 
should come to the House well prepared. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir, as the hon. Members are 
aware, the then Government has introduced 
the Representation of the People 
(Amendment) Bill, 4990 and the 
Constitution (Seventieth Amendment) Bill, 
1990 to give effect to certain 
recommendations of the TE>inesh      
Goswami   Committee. 

The   Constitution      (Seventieth 
Amendment) Bill, 1990 provided  for 
amendment of article 324 of   the Constitution 
of India and the Representation of the People 
(Amendment) Bill,   1990    provided for    
making certain amendments to the 
Representation of the People Act, 1950 and  
the Representation of the People   Act, 1951. 

The present   Government  after taking 
into account the various recommendations 
made by the Dinesh Goswami Committee on    
electoral reforms, the proposals received from 
the Election Commission of India and the 
views expressed by the.    political parties, 
have decided to bring forward a 
comprehensive Constitution (Amendment)  
Bill to provide for delimitation of 
constituencies and for amendment to article 
324 of the Constitution of India. It has also 
decided to   bring forward a comprehensive 
Representation of the People    (Amendment) 
Bill to make certain amendments   in the 
Representation of the People Act. 1950  and   
the   Representation     of the People Act, 
1951. These two Bills have been formulated 
after   taking into account the provisions 
contained in the two pending Bills and   the 
Government, therefore, proposes   to 
withdraw the said two pending Bills. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: This is 
totally unsatisfactory. Why are you 
withdrawing the Bills? The point is, what is 
wrong with    the Dinesh Goswami Report to   
which your party has also agreed ? Therefore 
I want to know what the objectionble point is 
in respect of the   Dinesh Goswami Report. In 
fact, all   the parties have agreed with the  
Dinesh Goswami  Report. Its report     was 
endorsed by all the political parties. 
Therefore, why are you withdrawing it now?.. 
.(Interruptions)    ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): Please take y«<*r seat. I 
am not allowing you now to ask the 
Minister. Please take y«ur seat. 
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We never thought that the Dinesh Goswami 
Committee report was on Babri Masjid-Ram 
Janmabhumi, the report which your leader 
signed blindly. 

 

[] Transliteration in    Arabic Script. 
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"'The intention of the Government is to go 
through these elactoral reform Bills as early 
as possible,  that is these Bills whish are 
sought to be withdrawn will be pressed." 

SHRIMATIJAYANTHI NATA-
RAJAN (Tamil Nadu): He cannot read 
something that was spoken in the other 
House. 

SHRI SIKANDER BAKHT: All 
right, don't hide behind that. 

 
that he will press tor the recommendations. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY 
(Pondicherry): The Chair has already ruled 
that there should not be a debate in this 
House on the subject. 

SHRI    SIKANDER     BAKHT: 
Wherever he has done it, he did it in a 
formal forum. That is what I am insisting 
upon. 

SHRI V.   NARAYANASAMY: 
He is going on making a Jamba bhashar, 
here. 

SHRI SIKANDER BAKHT: He 
said, "We broadly agree with these 
recommendations and we are going to press 
for them and get them passed." This is a very 
serious commitment. And this Government 
has become used to going back on their 
commitments. I want to know: Why is this 
Government bent upon denigrating the in-
dependent, autonomous institutions ? Why 
does this Government want to use 
autonomous institutions for their narrow, 
short-sighted political conveniences? Why is 
this Government bent upon destroying the 
political and democratic values of the 
country? 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA: Sir, all that 
the hon. Member is saying does not fall 
within the rule. 

SHRI SIKANDER BAKHT: Morality 
in political functioning and 

legislative   business is totally lost to them. 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA : Sir. i am on 
a point of order. 

SHRI    SIKANDER    BAKHT: 
They do not even feel ashamed. 

THE VICE-CHA1RM AN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): Mr. Sikander Bakht... 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA: He 
lias to make only a brief explanatory 
statement on the motion ........................(In 
terruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIR MAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): It is the right of the 
Member to stand on a point of order. This is 
my jurisdiction. It is not the discretion of 
the Member. It is the discretion   of  the   
Chair. 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA: Sir, he is 
going completely outside the rule. The rule 
is very clear that the right of the hon. 
Member is only to make a brief explanatory 
statement. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): I have already noted it. 

SHRI MADAN BHATIA: What he is 
saying is completely outside the rule. 

THE VICE -CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): I have noted and he is 
acting according to it. Please try to be brief. 

SHRI SIKANDER  BAKHT:   I 
am finishing,   Sir. 

The BJP considers that the move to 
withdraw these Bills is against the 
commitment made by the Government twice 
is against all norms of legislative morality, is 
in the spirit of denigrating autonomous 
institutions, is anti-democratic. Therefore, 
the BJP presses that the move to withdraw 
these Bills be dropped. Thank you, very 
much. 
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The present Government, after taking into 
account the various recommendations made 
by the Dinesh Goswami Committee  on  
Electroral    Reforms 

 
proposals received from the Election 
Commission of India 

 
views     expressed       by     political 
parties. The Government have decided to 
bring forward a Constitution       
Amendment   Bill. 

 

".............the President, after con 
sultation with the Chairman of the 
Council of States, the Speaker 
of the House of the People and the 
Leader of the Opposition in the 
the House of the People recognised 
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as such under any law made in this behalf 
by Parliament and if there is no such Leader 
of the Oppostion, the leader of the party in 
opposition to the Government having the 
greatest strength in that House." 

 

There should be valid reasons for 
withdrawal. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): Let her speak. 
(Interruptions) Please, please, take your seat. 
Please take your seat. Mrs. Sushma Swaraj, 
please address the Chair. 

SHRIMADANBHATIA: She is going 
completely out of the ruling. The Chair has 
given the ruling in my 
favour............... (Interruptions) She   is 
flouting the ruling given by the hon. 
Chair .............. (Interruptions) 

THE VICE CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): Sushmaji, try to 
complete ................(Interruptions) 

Please take your seat, Mr. Malkani Please 
take your seat. Please don't intervene like 
this. Please take your 
seat ..............(Interruptions) Please, Mr 
Madan   Bhatia. Don't worry. 

 

 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY    
AFFAIRS    (SHRIMATI MARGARET 
ALVA): Members of only one party are being 
called. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): lam sorry, Madam Alva. I 
have a list which has been, sanctioned by the 
hon. Chairman I have got a list here. I am not 
calling anybody on my own. I have a list of 
seven persons. I am sorry. What can I do ? 
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THE V ICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
S1BTEY RAZI): Yes, you speak. You 
please speak. Yes,  you  please 
speak...............(Interruptions) Mr. 
Mathur, there is no need to get offended . I 
have already said that f have a list of names 
which had been sanctioned and approved by 
the Chairman. So, do not waste the time on 
these things. Now,   you  please   speak. 

 

SHRI V.KISHORE CHANDRA S. 
DEO (Andhra Pradesh):   Sir.   I have 
listened to the two Members on Tie other 
side. They have repeatedly mentioned 
about the Dinesh Goswami 

Report about the Speaker of the Lok Sabha 
and the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha being 
consulted. This is not true. I was a Member 
of the Committee It had not said so. Please 
do not mislead the House. 

SHRI     JAGDISH      PRASAD 
MATHUR: I am not misleading. 

SHRI. V.KISHORE CHANDRA 
S. DEO: 1 was  a Member of   that 
Committee. You  ask   Advani   ji. 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SlBTF.f RAZI): Mathur Sahib, becaise of 
constraint of time will requst-t you not to 
repeat the points which have already been 
spoken by your colleague. There should be 
some limit. 
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You have reversed the recommendations of 
the Goswami Committee Report. 

 
This  withdrawal       is      mala-fide. 
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This is not a discussion. You have to be brief. 
You have to take note of the rules. I have 
given my ruling. You have to complete within 
two minutes. This is not a discussion. I 
understand the importanse-of the subject. 
But This is no a discussion. I understat the 
importanseof the subject. but this find the 
time  to make a speech. You can the a full 
discussion vhen tin Bill com?s up. Now, you 
have to make a brief exolanatory statement. 
That's all. 

SHRI PRAMOD M^HAfAN: Would you 
allow mi to speak? 

THE VI~E-CH ATRM AN (SYED SIBLEY 
R\Z'): Please conclude within two   minutes. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAH\JAN: I am not 
sp->akin anvthing on introduction. T am not 
speaking anything on the new system which is 
likely 

o be introduced. When the Gove n-ment wints 
to withdraw the whole system at least, I have 
to make  a comment on that. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEYRAZI): But comment within a 
limited   time. 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): You cannot cast aspersions 
on the Chair, Mr. Maha-jan. This is not the 
way. Phase conclude within two minutes I 
am not going to give you time beyond two 
minutes. The Chair is not going to... 
{Interruptions). Please take your seat, Mr. 
Jogi. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SYED 
SIBTEY RAZI): Shri Chimanbhai Mehta. 
(Interruptions). I have identified     Mr.  
Mehta. I am sorry. 

 
It is a multi-Member Commission. That was 
propose * by the Dinesh Goswami   
Committee. 
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Because if BJP is doing something 
good, I support it. And if you do 
something good, 1 can support you 
also. If they do something good, I 
can support them also. 1 may not 
agree with their philosophy .................. {In 
terruptions). . .No, no; you must 
realise that Mr. Bhagat was a Member 
of the Dinesh Goswami Committee. 
The Report was passed unanimously 
and you owe an explanation not 
only to this House but to the entire 
nation also, that on such a vital and 
important matter of electoral reforms 
why you are going back. It is a very 
very important matter. You are saying 
that mafias are taking over booths, 
election is polluted. And you don't 
want to explain your conduct of with 
drawal! Why are you withdrawing 
from such   a    unanimous    Report? 

 

SHRICHIMANBHA1 MEHTA: 
I will explain to you. That Reort was 
a unanimous Report. The Bill was 
proposed by Shri Dinesh Goswami 
and it was based on that persons or 
people like me—I do not know about 
other parties-—cannot go back from 
that. And if I do, I may be defeated 
but ............ (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SY E D 
SIBTEY RAZI): Don't interrupt. Let him   
complete. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA I 
demand a division on this point because this 
is such an important matter. It may suit 
them to support a one-man Commission. I 
do not agree with them. But that was a un-
animous Report after a lot of deliberations. 
And, Sir,I should know one thing. When 
they are withdrawing this Bill, they are not 
saying what the big changes are that they 
want to bring about. And even if they do not 
give the changes,   the    proposed    
changes. 

 
Therefore, it is very dmicult to agree with 
them, because I do not know all this. I am 
kept in the dark. If   they can give us better 
electoral reforms than this Dinesh Goswami 
Committee Report, I may support them.    
But that is not the point because you are 
talking of consultation only with the the 
Chief Justice of the    Supreme Court. This is 
what I heard from the newspapers. And   Sir, 
consultation means nothing. It cannot be 
binding on them. They are just consulting the 
Member. People are being hoodwinked. 
Consultation means concurrence. But     
consultation    with   the Chief Justice does 
not mean COSCEITC-nce. The Chief Election 
Commission will be only a Government's 
nominee and that will    definitely adversely 
affect the functioning of our democracy. I 
again appeal to you to restrict yourself to the     
Dinesh  Goswam; Committee Report and we 
will support you.   Thank you. 

TH E VFCE-C TAIRMAN(SYED> 
SIBTEY RAZI): Thank   yon wry 

much ....... (In'erruption.i). .. 

(THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in 
the  Chair) 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: 
Now, I will again put the   question to vote, 
the question  is: 

That leave be granted to withdraw 
the Constitution (Seventieth 

Amendment) Bill.   1990. 

 

That is very  difficult 

Sir, it was   a unanimous decision.

1 do not understand   whether    the \Babri 
Masjid was demolished or not. 
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The House divided. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : 
Ayes      ...       114 
Noes      ... 48 

AYES—114 

Adik, Shri Govindrao            
Ahluwalia, Shri S. S. Alva, 
Shrimati Margaret                      
Ansari,   Shri   Jalaludin           
Antony,  Shri  A.  K.                 
Aram, Dr. M.                            
Austin.   Shri S.                          
Azad, Shri Ghulam Nabi 

Babbar.   Shri   Raj                       
Baby,   Shri M. A.                
Balanandan.   Shri E.              
Balaram.   Shri N. E.                 
Balbir    Singh,    Shri              
Barongpa,   Shri Sushil                  
Basu,    Shri Nilotpal               
Bhardwaj,    Shri Hansraj          
Bhatia.    Shri Madan 

Chaturvedi,    Shri Bhuvnesh 
Chavan,   Shri   S. B.  
Chellappa.    Shri    V. Rajan 

Dard. Shri J a g i r  Singh                        
Dasgupta, Dr. Biplab                                        
Das Gupta. Shri Gurudas                              
Deo.    Shri V. Kshore Chandra S.              
Desai,   Shri Jagesh                                 
Dhawan.    Shri R. K.                           
Dronamraju.   Shri   Satyanarayana             
Daila   D.B. B. 

Fernandes.   Shri. John F.                 
Fatedar,    Shri  Makhan Lai 

Gadgii.    Shri V. N.                               
Giri   Prasad,   Shri N.                   
Goswami,    Shri Raninarayan 

Hanumanthappa,     Shri   H. 
Hariprasad, Shri.   B. K.                  
Hashim,   Shri M. M.                       
Hiphei, Shri. 

Iqbal     Singh,     Shri 

Jayadevappa,  Shri K. R.                           
Jichkar,  Dr. Shrikant Ramchandra           
Jitendra  Prasada,   Shri                                
Jogi,   Shri Ajit P. K. 

Kalita.   Shri Bhubaneswar                     
Kalmadi,    Shri    Suresh                        
Kalyan,      Shri   Mohinder   Singh              
Kataria,   Shri Virendra                                 
Khan, Shri K. M.                                           
Khan,    Shri K. Rahman                                      
Khan,    Shri' Mohd, Masud                   
Khaparde,     Miss     Saroj                       
Korwar,    Shri Gundappa                       
Krishnan,    Shri G. Y. 

Ledger, Shri David 

Madhavan,     Shri  S.                            
Mahendra    Prasad,    Shri                
Maheshwari,    Shrimati Saralu                   
Majji,    Shri Tulasidas                         
Majumdar,   Shri Sudhir Ranjan              
Malaviya,      Shri   Radhakishan             
Malhotra,    Shri Jayant Kumar                    
Mani,    Shri S.  Muthu                        
Manmohan    Singh,    Shri                       
Matang    Sinh,    Shri 
Md.    Salim,    Shri                         
Meena,    Shri Moolchand               
Mishra,    Shri Chaturanan                
Mishra,  Shri Jagannath                    
Mitra,   Shri Ashok                   
Mohammad    Yunus,    Shri 
Mukherjee,    Shri. Dipankar 
Mukherjee, Shri. Pranab 

Nallasivan.   Shri A.                      
Narayanasamy,     Shri  V.                    
Natarajan,   Shrimati   Jayanthi               
Nomani. Maulana Habibur Rahman 

Pachouri. Shri Suresh                                
Pande,     Shri  Bishambhar  Nath              
Pandey,   Shrimati   Chandra Kaka. 
Pandian,  Shri N. Thangaraj                     
Parmar,   Shri   Rajnbhai A.                       
Patel,   Shri Ahmed Mohmedbhai                  
Patil,     Shri  Shivajirao  Giridhar               
Pillai,    Shri Ramachandran                      
Pillai,    Shri Thennala Balakrishna               
Pragada Kotaiah,  Shri 
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Rai, Shri Ratna Bahadur                   

Ramachandran,    Shri S. K. T.                      
Ramji   Lal, Shri                                              
Rao,  Shri V. Hanumantha 

Rao,   Shri. V. Rajeshwar 
Razi,  Syed  Sibtey 
Reddy,   Shri G. Prathapa 
Reddy,   Shri T. Venkatram 
Roy,     Shri  Jibon 

Sahu, Shri  Rajni Ranjan                                
Salve,   Shri N. K. P.                                       
Sanadi, Prof. I. G.                                           
Sarma,    Shrimati Basanti                           
Satchidananda,    Shri                                   
Sharma,   Shri Venod                                        
Shinde, Shri Sushilkumar Sambhajirao               
Singh,  ShriK. N. 
Singla, Shri Surinder Kumar 
Solanki, Shri Madhavsinh 
Surjewala,   Shri S. S. 
Swaminathan,  Shri G. 

Thakur,    Shri Rameshwar 
Topden,   Shri Karma 

Upendra,    Shri P. 

Verma, Shrimati   Veena 

Yadav,    Shri Ish Dutt                                
Yadav, Ravi Dr. Ramendra Kumar              
Yadav, Shri Ram Gopal                          
Yadava, Shri Bal Ram Singh                       
Yonggam, Shri Nyodek 

NOES—48 

Agarwal,    Shri Lakkhiram                        
Agarwal,    Shri Ramdas                         
Agarwal,  Shri    Satish                          
Agarwalla, Shri Parmeshwar Kumar 
Bakht,   Shri Sikander                     
Bhandari,   Shri Sunder Singh 

Chanpuria, Shri Shivprasad 

Chatunredi,    Shri Triloki Nath 

Dave,   Shri Anantray   Devshanker 

Gautam,    Shri Sangh Priya                   
Gupta,   Dr.   Ishwar     Chandra            
Gupta, Shri Narain  Prasad 

Jagmohan ,   Shri 
Joshi, Dr.    Murli Manohar 
Judev,    Shri Dilip Singh 

Katara,   Shri Kanak Mai             
Kohli,  Shri O. P.                        
Kovind,   Shri Ram Nath 

Mahajan,   Shri Pramod                            
Maheshwar Singh, Shri                           
Majumdar,   Shri Tara Charan                  
Malaviya,     Shri   Satya  Prakash              
Malhotra, Prof. Vijay Kumar 
Malkani,ShriK.R.                                     
Mangrola, Shri Kanaksinh                          
Mohansinh Mathur, Shri Jagdish Prasad 
Mehta,   Shri Chimanbhai               
Miri,    Shri Govindram 

Paswan Shri Kamleshwar 
Patel, Shrimati Anandiben Jethabhai               
Patil, Shri Gopalrao Vithalrao                 
Pradhan,   Shri   Satish 

Raghavji,   Shri                        
Rajagopal,     Shri  O.                    
Ram  Ratan Ram, Shri 

Sarang,    Shri Kailash Narain                   
Sharma, Shrimati    Malti                           
Shastri,   Shri Vishnu   Kant                      
Shukla,   Shri Chimanbhai Haribhai              
Singh, Dr. Naunihal                                      
Singh, Dr. Ranbir                                         
Singh, Shri    Raj Nath                                 
Singh,   Shri Shiv Charan 

Sushma   Swaraj, Shrimati 

Varma,  Prof.  Ram  Bakhsh  Singh              
Vizol,   Shri 

Yadav, Shri Janardan 

Yerra,      Narayanaswamy      Shri 

The Motion was adopted 

Shri     H.   R.     BHARDWAJ Madam, I 
with draw the Bill, 
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That is why I am asking. I want the sense of 
the House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Madam, adjourn  
the  House. 

 

THE LEADER OF THE HOUSE (SHRI 
S. B. C HA VAN) : There is a lot of business 
which has to be finished. There are two 
options before us. 

 

SHRI S. B. CHAVAN : One is, we 
should agree to extend the Hous5. The 
second is, we should 

agree to sit late and finish the business. In 
fact, there are a large number of Members 
who expressed the view that they would 
prefer sitting late in the night and finishing 
the business. But there are others also who 
are saying that we extend the session. Today 
we have practically done nothing. I request 
the Opposition Members to kindly cooperate. 
f [ ] Transliteration in Arabic Script.. 
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : I want to 
say that this is not a new session. It is the 
continuation of the previous session and a 
decision was taken that we should only 
adjourn the House. It is not a new session. 
The decision of the Business Advisory 
Committee prevails now also unless and 
until it takes a different decision. 

 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA (West 
Bengal) : May I make a submission, Madam 
? Today we have discussed the matter. It is 
not for me to report. It is for the Ministers 
who attended the meeting to report. I don't 
go into the formalities whether we should 
extend the House or  sit late.  Since there is 

a request from the Leader of the House, let 
us concur with him, let us sit a little late and 
take care of the business. At the same time, 
I don't agree with the Leader of the House 
that we have wasted the time because if 
anybody has to be held responsible, 
.(interruptions).. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : 
Nobody. Let us not talk about that. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA : It is 
not us. It is the refusal of the Prime Minister 
to come to the House which resulted in the 
wastage of the time. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : That   
matter   is   now   settled. 

SHRI K. R. MALKAN1 (Delhi): What 
does it mean by 'a little late' ? Does it mean 
5 minutes, 15 minutes or five hours ? 

THE DEPUTY CHAIR VIA N : 
It may be up to 6.03 p.m. or beyond that  to  
finish  the  business. 

SHRI M. A. BABY (Kerla) : Today 
morning an hon. colleague of mine, Shri 
Gautam, had raised a very relevant issue of 
convening this particular session and the 
monetary burden invo Ived in this. I 
appreciate his point. Now the hon. Member 
is asking for adjourning the House 
immediately. Is it not something which 
contradicts his earlier statement ? Therefore, 
my only submission is that we should 
continue with the business of the House. 
Now there is a serious business that we have 
to transact. Therefore, we should continue 
with the business. This is my only 
submission. 

SHRI SANGH PR1YA GAUTAM 
(Uttar Pradesh) : This is not the only point. 
The point is, this session is meant only for 
considering the Electroral Reforms Bill, 
There  is   no   other  business. 
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SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY : Then, 
why did they raise the sugar issue here ? If 
that is the case, why did they bring in the 
sugar issue ?  (Interruptions) 

SHRI PRAMOD  MAHAJAN : 
So. this three-day Session was totally 
unnecessary irrelevant. We could have 
taken up this business in the Monsoon 
Session. So, it is an entire wastage of time 
since the morning, including these two 
minutes. .   (interruptions) 

THE  DEPUTY  CHAIRMAN 
Now,  let  us  not..   (Interruptions) 

SHRI S.  K. T.  RAMACHAN- 
DR.AN (Tamil Nadu) : They are wasting 
the entire economy of the country and they 
arc talking about the   wastage of time. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Let us 
not consume any more time and I will call 
Mr. Hansraj Bhardwaj to move for leave to 
withdraw the Rrepresentation of the People 
(Amendment) Bill, 1990. 

THE   REPRESENTATION   OF THE 
PEOPLE (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1990 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF LAW. JUSTICE AND 
COMPANY AFFAIRS   (SHRI   H.    R.    
BHARD-WAJ) : Madam, I beg to move for 
leave to withdraw the Representation of the 
People (Amendment) Bill, 1990. 

I want to say one or two points on this 
issue. I would like to remind the House that 
the hon. Leader of the Opposition and other 
Members said that we were giving a go-by 
to the Dinesh Goswami Committee 
recommendations. I would urge upon them 
to kindly read this  whole Bill. This Bill 
contains 

all measures and proposals w h i c h  the 
Dinesh Goswami Committee had 
recommended and we are acting on the 
basis of those recommendations. But, in the 
meantime, Madam. .   (Interruptions) 

SHRI CHATURANAN MISH-RA 
(Bihar) : Which Bill arc you t a l k i n g    
about ? 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ : The 
Representation of the People (Amendment) 
Bill which we are proposing to  bring. 

SHRI CHATURANAN MISH-RA :  
That is a   separate   Bill. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : He   is   
referring   to   the   leave   to withdraw the 
Representation of the People   (Amendment)   
Bill,   1990. which   is   pending  before   us. 

SHRI   H.   R.   BHARDWAJ :   1 
was just referring to what was said, that we 
were not acting on the Dinesh Goswami 
Committee recommendations. ! am assuring 
this House that so far as the Government is 
concerned, we have given a serious 
consideration to the recommendations of the 
Dinesh Goswami Committee. We had a 
series of meetings with the Leaders of the 
Opposition. Most of them have attended 
these meetings. In respect of what has 
emanated from these meetings, we have 
accommodated certain 
views...(Interruptions) If you will kindly 
permit me...(Interruptions) 

 

 
He is talking not about loyalties iiat he is 
talking about withdrawal. Please let him 
speak. 


